
Figges Marsh 

Burglary - 
Residential 

LEATHER CLOSE Suspect attempted to get in back door of premises. 25/01/2020 
12:10:00 

25/01/2020 
12:11:00 

Burglary - 
Residential 

ACACIA ROAD Victim has had a phone stolen from her flat by persons unknown 04/01/2020 
19:00:00 

04/01/2020 
19:05:00 

Burglary - 
Residential 

COMMONSIDE EAST Unknown suspect attempted to force open the front door of the 
victim's house leaving the door and handle loose. 

14/01/2020 
17:30:00 

15/01/2020 
14:45:00 

Burglary - 
Residential 

CLAY AVENUE Person not known has damaged the door to the victims property in 
what is believed to be a failed attempt to access the property 

20/01/2020 
23:00:00 

20/01/2020 
23:00:00 

Criminal 
Damage To a 
Dwelling 

CLAY AVENUE Outer pain of a bedroom double glazed window has been damaged 
by person unknown, using method unknown and making off in a 
direction unknown. 

01/12/2019 
08:00:00 

29/12/2019 
10:00:00 

Personal 
Property 

ST. MARKS ROAD 13 year old boy, on way home from after school club, pushed up 
against wall and gloves taken by unknown male, no weapon seen 
or intimated 

15/01/2020 
17:40:00 

15/01/2020 
17:50:00 

Theft From M/V POTTER CLOSE Unknown suspect has taken the catalytic converter from victims 
vehicle. 

22/12/2019 
00:01:00 

06/01/2020 
23:59:00 

Theft From M/V GRAHAM AVENUE Suspect has opened the unlocked car and stolen a mobile phone 
from the driver's door pocket and 2 bank cards from the centre 
console 

10/01/2020 
22:20:00 

10/01/2020 
22:20:00 

Theft From M/V WORCESTER CLOSE Theft from motor vehicle 19/01/2020 
00:01:00 

20/01/2020 
00:00:00 

Theft From M/V FOWLER ROAD Suspect unknown stealing catalytic converter from vehicle whilst 
parked 

21/01/2020 
20:30:00 

21/01/2020 
20:45:00 

Theft From M/V CLAY AVENUE Person(s) unknown removing the victims vehicles front and rear 
number plates by means unknown and without the knowledge or 
permission of the victim 

21/01/2020 
06:50:00 

22/01/2020 
06:50:00 

Theft From M/V SUMMERHILL WAY Victim has had his catalytic converter stolen by persons unknown 21/01/2020 
00:01:00 

22/01/2020 
14:40:00 

Theft From M/V SANDY LANE Unknown suspect has gained entry by unknown means and has 
taken items from within 

24/01/2020 
10:20:00 

  

Theft From M/V CAREW ROAD Theft of catalytic converter. 30/01/2020 
00:55:00 

30/01/2020 
00:55:00 

Theft/Taking of 
M/V 

MULHOLLAND CLOSE Theft of motorcycle from location.. 02/01/2020 
23:30:00 

03/01/2020 
13:00:00 



Theft/Taking of 
M/V 

SADLER CLOSE Suspect has stolen the victim's vehicle 28/12/2019 
10:00:00 

02/01/2020 
06:00:00 

Theft/Taking of 
M/V 

SPENCER ROAD Theft of motor vehicle, Vehicle was recovered to Lawful Owner, 12/01/2020 
05:00:00 

12/01/2020 
09:15:00 

Theft/Taking of 
M/V 

SADLER CLOSE Theft of vehicle believed by registered keeper who sold vehicle and 
then stole in back 

15/01/2020 
12:30:00 

15/01/2020 
14:00:00 

Theft/Taking of 
M/V 

UPPER GREEN EAST Moped belonging to the company has been taken without the 
consent by the owner by an unknown suspect. Vehicle had been 
returned to the victim prior to police arrival and suspect had left. 

12/01/2020 
01:00:00 

12/01/2020 
02:00:00 

Theft/Taking of 
M/V 

BAKER LANE By suspect unknown stealing the victims motorcycle. Wires were 
cut and the vehicle was pushed to another road and abandoned. 
Member of the public has seen the Suspects and secured the 
vehicle with a chain lock. 

08/01/2020 
12:00:00 

20/01/2020 
13:00:00 

 


